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POLES MAKE KEEN U-BOAT HUNTERS

Aircrew personnel of a Coastal Command Polish Squadron have just

added two more to the number of Nazi submarines they have attacked.

Those two incidents occurred on successive days in the Bay of Biscay,
and the attacks were made by sergeant pilots flying Wellingtons,

"I feel sure that one of the U-Boats must have been destroyed or

very seriously damaged," said the Wing Commander of the squadron.

"F" for Freddie made an attack on a fully surfaced U-boat which

began to crash dive as soon as it saw the Wellington diving. The depth

charges straddled its track from starboard to port, and afterwards air

bubbles and a considerable amount of what looked like debris was scattered

on the surface in a big patch of oil.

These Polish airmen are keen U-boat hunters, and have already been

credited with two ’kills* in the Bay.

They have fought many combats with enemy aircraft attempting to

interfere with their anti-submarine patrols. The Wing Commander was

recently attacked by three F.W, 200s when two hundred miles from base

and drove them off, damaging one.

.Although nearly all the Poles hove been in England for more than

three years, and some have been separated from their families much

longer, they are as keen and determined today as they were when Hitler

invaded their homeland.

Lt first, the Poles needed an interpreter, who would translate all

the flying "gen", but now the majority of them have become so proficient
in the language that they read for themselves every new instruction on

aerial tactics and the strategy of U-boat hunting.

The reference library has become more and more popular, and even

the less interesting of Air Ministry publications find avid readers.


